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WALLÃ¢â‚¬Â¢E IS THE last trash-collecting and trash-condensing robot on Earth. When he

encounters EVE, a probe robot sent to evaluate signs of vegetation, his lonely life suddenly

changes and he falls in love. Can this robot romance survive? Find out in this Step 2 reader, based

on the DisneyÃ¢â‚¬Â¢Pixar movie, WALLÃ¢â‚¬Â¢E.
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My daughter is 5 years old and is a little behind in her reading. We live in Japan, and she is

excelling in Japanese reading and writing skills, but her English is lagging a little bit behind. I have

bought a lot of readers to compensate and read with her at night, and out of all of them, we both

really enjoy Wall-E, Love at First Beep.The story mostly follows what we saw in the movie (although

it is considered old now, my kids watched it for the first time last month, so its still new to them), with

one big exception, there is no villain. This keeps the story soft and cute, perfect for my daughter

who appreciates those attributes in a character. Also because the story is one of love and

friendship, my daughter is reading words that are positive to her development, not words that

promote negative imagery.Lastly I have to say I love the illustrations. Rough, and made of a

mishmash of different shapes and earth tones, the illustrations' colors are muted. There is a feel that



the illustrations themselves are created using recycled paper, which matches the message of

Wall-E very well. Overall, a satisfying addition to the books my daughter is using to become a better

reader. We highly recommend this book!

Was somewhat disappointed in this book. My grandson got Wall- e and I thought this would be a

great gift to go along w it because he lives to read. But the story is not really very exciting.

Nicely done story and illustrations, but book fell apart right away ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Â•

Perfect book for my little Wall-e fan. A majority of this story takes place on earth (Eve blasting at

Wall-e, wall-e showing Eve his treasures, Eve shutting down, wall-e taking care of Eve), a couple

pages on the Axiom (Eve sees the recording of wall-e taking care of her, realizing love), then back

to earth (and finally holding hands).

I bought this for my grand kids to read, it was thinking it was a hard cover book, after receiving it I

was disappointed. The book turn out to be a thin paperback.

Perfect for beginning readers

Ha! Funny book. Based on the movie. Very cute. Daughter loves it. "Wally cubes up."

This book is nice and short but has a sweet storyline.
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